In striving to meet the stock optimisation of each store operations through supply chain visibility and efficiency, Tesco Stores (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd has embarked on an ambitious project to improve its stock efficiency by implementing GS1 barcoding system on all logistic units to modernise and redefine its distribution operations.

Tesco would like to work with the brand owners/suppliers to improve its stock replenishment efficiency through ready-to-display product packsize. Ready-to-display packsize in the form of inner packs or inner cartons will ensure that your products can reach the retail shelves easier and faster.

**What is Inner Pack?**

Inner Pack is an additional level of multi-unit packaging within a case, carton, or other larger packaging. For example, you may have a case that contains 600 units of an item, but within that case you have 24 smaller boxes or bags that each contains 25 units. These smaller packages are called inner packs.

Inner pack (carton / display) is the smallest package other than 1 piece/unit of the product. This applies mostly to display goods, shelf packs, carded items, for example, the displays one see near checkouts worldwide.

An example: In a case there are 2 boxes of 12 inside a larger and heavier material, outer carton. Some distributors may break the outer, others will not, some - usually cash and carries retailers, will even break the inner and sell single pieces.

**Example1**
To find out more, please contact Ms Liew Wai Mei (mei@gs1my.org) or Mr Albert (albert@gs1my.org) at 03-62867200